Service Excellence Award

Presented To:
Diego Sanchez

In Recognition of Service Excellence at CBC

Provide a brief description of how nominee demonstrates service excellence at Coastal Bend College:

Diego Sanchez has been an example of an excellent employee from the start...when he first began at CBC Kingsville several years ago. He has treated the building as his second home and looked out for our student's and employee's safety and welfare. He is responsible for the trademark wall colors in Kingsville that make us all feel the warmth and welcome of the building's interior and his artistic talent has added touches of "class" over the years.

Diego is a leader for his team in Kingsville and this shows up in the pride they take in bring a mirror-shine to these old floors whenever they have the chance. He encourages us to thank his team because he knows that being appreciated makes a difference.

It is my hope that this recognition lets him know how much he is sincerely appreciated!

Ann Harrell
Nominator

"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is not a single act, but a habit."
-Aristotle